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Perfect for imperfect
lighting scenarios, our
sensor mirrors simulate
natural sunlight so
you can see subtle
color variations in your
makeup. No guesswork
or surprises — just colorcorrect and flawless.
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Under the wrong lighting, makeup
colors can fool you. At 600 lux and with
a color rendering index (CRI) of 90, our
tru-lux light system is more than twice
as bright as the next best and contains
the full color spectrum for the clearest,
brightest, most color-correct view.

brightness

And our surgical-grade LEDs have been
rated to perform like new after 40,000
hours — that’s an hour a day, every
day, for more than 100 years — in other
words, you’ll never have to change a
bulb.

300 lux

600 lux

others

us

color quality

70 CRI

others

90 CRI

us

tru-lux

tru-lux light system

typical light

see yourself in the best light
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automatic on/off
Our sensor mirror has a motion sensor that detects
when you are in front of it so it lights up automatically as
your face approaches. Once in use, the sensitivity of the
sensor increases so it won’t turn off unexpectedly. Then
after it senses you are finished, it will turn itself off —
that way you never have to worry.
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wall mount sensor mirror
Available in two models: One is rechargeable and can
be used without a cord for up to 4 weeks on a single
charge. Or install our hard-wired version directly into
the wall — no charging necessary.

never change
a bulb
Long-lasting LEDs won’t burn out
or dimish even after many years.

cordless
Connects straight to the wall with
no messy cords hanging down.

5x magnification
View your entire face at once in
exceptional detail.

telescopic
swing arm
Sturdy stainless-steel arm provides
smooth, effortless adjustability.

sensor on/off
Automatically lights up as your face
approaches the mirror — no need
to touch any buttons.
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easy to match your
design decor
Sleek yet durable, our sensor mirrors are available in a
variety of stainless steel color finishes so they are easy
to match to almost any interior design decor.
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8” sensor mirror
Our sensor mirror lights up
automatically as your face
approaches. Its tru-lux light system
simulates natural sunlight, allowing
you to see full color variation, so
you’ll know when your makeup is
color-correct and flawless. And unlike
traditional makeup vanity mirrors’
bulb lighting, our long-lasting LEDs
won’t burn out or diminish even
after many years. Sensor mirror
with touch-control brightness is
rechargeable; sensor mirror SE plugs
into the wall for continuous power.

specs
models

SE

touch-control
brightness

brushed
ST3036
8-38810-02174-4

brushed
ST3026
8-38810-02097-6

sku
finish/color
sku #
upc #

rose gold
ST3027
8-38810-02124-9
white
ST3028
8-38810-02134-8

5.9"

9.1"

4.7"

9.1"
magnification
mirror diameter
18.1"

15.0"

15.1"

power

5x

5x

8 in / 20.3 cm

8 in / 20.3 cm

plug in

rechargeable

9.1 x 5.9 x 15.0
11.1 x 7.1 x 17.5

9.1 x 4.7 x 15.1
10.0 x 5.3 x 16.3

dimensions (W.D.H)
SE

touch-control
brightness

inches: product
color box
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wall mount
sensor mirror
Our wall mount sensor mirror
lights up automatically as your face
approaches. Unlike many other
makeup vanity mirrors, its tru-lux
light system simulates natural
sunlight, allowing you to see full color
variation, so you’ll know when your
makeup is color-correct and flawless.
The mirror’s sturdy stainless-steel
telescopic swing arm provides
smooth, effortless adjustability.
Rechargeable and hard-wired
versions available.

For more information, please call:
1-877-988-7770
business@simplehuman.com
3D CAD files available at www.simplehuman.com/business
specs
models

wall mount

wall mount
(hardwired)

sku
finish/color
sku #
upc #

brushed
ST3002
8-38810-01578-1

brushed
ST3003
8-38810-01579-8

polished
ST3015
8-38810-02050-1

polished
ST3016
8-38810-02051-8

rose gold
ST3018
8-38810-02072-3

rose gold
ST3021
8-38810-02075-4

dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

dark bronze
ST3023
8-38810-02077-8

brass
ST3032
8-38810-02162-1

brass
ST3033
8-38810-02163-8

5x

5x

mirror diameter

8 in / 20.3 cm

8 in / 20.3 cm

power

rechargeable

100-240V~50/60 Hz

13.8 x 3.1 x 9.1
11.2 x 4.9 x 16.1

13.8 x 3.1 x 9.1
11.2 x 4.9 x 16.1

13.8"
3.1"
16.0"
11.0"

9.1"

magnification

dimensions (W.D.H)
13.5"

inches: product
color box

have an efficient day!
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